LexisNexis® Litigation Profile Suite

Find that powerful piece of information that will make your case—and break theirs. Vet expert witnesses more confidently and faster than you thought possible with timesaving tools that guide your research and mine a comprehensive collection of expert, judge and attorney content. It’s all in one place—LexisNexis® Litigation Profile Suite.

Log in: www.lexisadvance.com
Learn more: lexisnexis.com/profilesuite
The best place to go for revealing insights on the key players in your case

Avoid surprises with LexisNexis® Litigation Profile Suite and make your case on a solid foundation—one built on actionable insight and revealing analytics about the key figures involved in your suit—expert witnesses, judges and opposing counsel.

With LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite, you can:
• Uncover hard-to-find data on 350,000 expert witnesses, 45 thousand judges and 2 million attorneys
• Focus your research with graphs and charts that quickly reveal trends
• Conduct deeper analysis in just a few clicks
• Challenge opposing counsel’s expert witnesses and thoroughly vet your own
• Sharpen case strategy informed by a judge’s past ruling tendencies
• Anticipate opposing counsel’s approach based on litigation experience

Plus, it’s easy to share information with custom reports you create in seconds.
Expert Witness Profile

Vet expert witnesses and uncover details that you won’t find on any CV.

LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite delivers extensive expert intelligence—all backed by our singular collection of expert witness research resources—including:

- Trial and deposition transcripts
- Challenge reports
- Court docket and case information
- Daubert Tracker Case Reports
- Sanctions and disciplinary actions
- Law journals and reviews
- CVs and licensing
- News and Internet sources
- Jury verdicts and settlements

Discredit an opposing expert; make sure your own can withstand the toughest scrutiny; easily create customer reports you can share. Expert witness research has never been faster or more simple.

Search across unmatched expert content in seconds through our single, intuitive search box.

Identify key trends quickly with easy-to-read snapshots that reveal patterns in an expert’s testimonial history—including biases, behaviors and track record.

Get at-a-glance insight into hiring patterns, resolution trends and more using visual analytics, including charts and graphs.

Want options? Get expert witness research packaged and delivered to you right when you need it.

Efficiently conduct expert witness research yourself with LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite or enjoy the flexibility of having an experienced team of research analysts handle it for you.

LexisNexis® Expert Research On-Demand leverages all the same trusted content you get with Litigation Profile Suite. Then, our professional researchers take it even further and search for information relevant to your case that you just cannot get online. In-trial rush services are available if you need them and there is no commitment required, simply purchase the reports you need, including:

- Testimonial history reports
- Challenges-to-exclude-expert searches
- State license discipline searches
- Transcript procurement
- NEW! Video testimonials
Judge Profile

Find out what makes your judge tick.

While the judge plays a key role in the ultimate case outcome, many litigators just can’t make the time to research this pivotal player. Now with LexisNexis Litigation Profile suite, you can surface critical intelligence in seconds.

Armed with a better understanding of a judge’s past rulings or experience in a particular area of law, you can determine how best to proceed with your case strategy. A quick and simple search of comprehensive resources on Litigation Profile Suite can reveal a judge’s:

- Experience with a specific area of law or similar issues
- Prior work history
- Tendencies and ruling style
- Authored works

Get the big picture with a judge’s complete body of work, including verdicts, cases, briefs and more to learn experience, patterns and ruling tendencies.

View graphical snapshots of prior work history—caseload, involvement in particular area of law, motions filed and more.

Gain further actionable insights on expertise and interests by reviewing authored works.

Case-making intelligence powered by Lexis Advance®

Using data-driven analyses gleaned from a broad range of trusted, comprehensive and often exclusive sources from Lexis Advance®, LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite quickly surfaces vital information as well as easy-to-interpret charts and dynamic graphics.

Plus, utilizing the latest Lexis Advance features, you can take your searches to the next level with improved linking to even more key content, increased filtering, a 90-day search history, work folders and the ability to drill down into specific, relevant cases, then easily zoom back out to the big picture.
You often know your opponent by reputation or through your network of peers and colleagues. However, for the most complete picture, you need to dig deeper. And you need to be able to do it fast. With LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite, comprehensive, practical information on most any opponent is just a few clicks away.

Whether you’re in negotiations or in the courtroom, an attorney profile provides instant insight on opposing counsel’s prior experience with similar suits, areas of expertise, past verdicts and much more.

Get a clear picture of opponent’s experience, appearances before a specific judge and more with revealing charts and graphs.

Examine past performances and patterns of behavior that can influence your case strategy—does she settle? Or push for trial?

Dig deeper and review prior work product—briefs, pleading, motions and more.

See for yourself!
Go to lexisnexis.com/profilesuite
Or contact us today at 1.888.253.3901

Turn insights into action with more essential litigation tools from LexisNexis. Explore our complete portfolio lexisnexis.com/litigation-research